Q1 Look at the pictures and colour in the rest of the boxes needed to spell out the French words.

Salut!

Unité J — En vacances

• Here’s a code: a-26, e-22, f-21, g-20, i-18, l-15, n-13, o-12, r-9, s-8, t-7, u-6
  Use the code to work out these French words:
  6,13  15,18,12,13  6,13  7,18,20,9,22  6,13,22,  20,18,9,26,21,22

• Use the same code to hide the French words for ‘a bear’ and ‘a monkey’.

Q2 Each of these sentences has a word missing. Fill in the gap using the correct word from the boxes on the right.

Quel est ton animal
.................................. au zoo?

J’ai ........................................
un rhinocéros.

Mon animal préféré est
le ........................................

Now Try These